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$13.8M
Spending on IaaS will
rise to $16.5 billion in
2015, an increase of
32.8% over 2014***

CLIENT EXPERIENCE
Unitas establishes an integrated
team across our Client, Project
Management and Engineering
Teams to ensure that your
customized solution meets all
requirements and performs to your
expectations.

Enterprises are investing an
average of $13.8M over the
next 12 mths on data related
initiatives*

$16.5B

SINGLE SOURCE PROVIDER
At Unitas we utilize leading cloud
technologies to provide you with a
single source IT solution. We then
wrap it in an end-to-date SLA
guaranteed to meet your uptime
requirements. One point of contact
for your entire IT.
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Here at Unitas Global, we understand the headache that
comes with running and managing your IT department.
Sometimes it feels like you’re spending more time putting
out ﬁres than focusing on strategic business initiatives.
Offload your IT department onto us—this is what we do, day
in and day out. We’ve got you on this one.

Over 43% of IT
budget allocation
is going toward
infrastructure
and staff**

HIGHLIGHTS

Unitas ITO solutions aren’t out
of the box solutions. We create
ITO solutions to meet your
speciﬁc business needs.

Unitas delivers a solution designed
around your business, never "one
size ﬁts all." We are technology,
location, and carrier agnostic to
provide an IT outsourcing solution
to seamlessly integrate with your
applications and existing infrastructure.

43%

ITO?
CONSIDER IT
HANDLED.

CUSTOM SOLUTION
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EXPERT RESOURCES
Unitas is backed by teams of
certiﬁed and senior engineers.
If your environment has unique
requirements, we will utilize
industry leading specialists to bring
you the support your IT needs to
thrive. Complexity gives us our
chance to shine. Bring it on.

SERVICES

SOLUTIONS

SECURITY

NETWORK

STORAGE

MONITORING

MANAGEMENT

Firewalls, Intrusion Detection,

Our internal and external network

Designed for scalability, your

Unitas Atlas®, our uniﬁed monitoring

Our Cloud Management Center

Intrusion Prevention, Anti-Virus,

offering is carrier neutral, scalable

storage offering meets your security

platform, provides full insight to

(CMC) provides 24x7x365

and other tools fortify to meet major

and performance optimized for

+ redundancy requirements.

comprehensively manage the health

monitoring + support.

compliance standards.

global delivery.

& performance of your environment as
a service.

